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By DEBRA and JAOUI , n„, r.„
When Women’s

Centres we re not taUu 8 ^ W®Q have all the 
sitting or p,r^S' °talking about centres that make 

their investors or that are part of the 

government tun ch atm *£*£%*& ££

workers or by an apartm'nt buddnct° . n f ,

community wh.cb^sT community is caring for its

ChMrn:,r=,rrk,nÎhours they° :anrac«iv=,yP work 

Where they do not, they can serve 
' one of a number of supportive ways.

cleaning, organ,zmg bmMing '«*££**£a.'rr-rs; «.n —

t0 r'Li that given a community environment, 
not only do children’s relationships with each other 

important to their development, but 
relate to adults in a more
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, , L.-pi president Dineen accepts a donation of cameras and FRObecome more
meLmngful wayCainstcad of a clinging dependence on 

or8two parents, children learn that other adults 
be relied on to look after their needs. They learn 

that they can have adult friends who are not their 
parents. As a result they are more sure of themselves, 

concerned about security, more capable of 
autonomy, more aware of the world going on around 
them This also makes a child’s relationship with his 
or her parents less strained and allows a mother and 
father to feel more relaxed and capable of enjoying 
their child and other children. The mothers and 
father’s realization, on the other hand, that Others do 
care about their children, that others can have as 
warm and productive a relationship with them as they 
can does much to overcome the feelings of guilt 
and’ anxiety they frequently encounter when faced 
with the need to put their children in the care of
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254 King St., 
Fredericton
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Phone 475-5206

For a taste tempting sensation 
in eating pleasureV

HOURS:-Tv 4 p.m. -12:30 a.m. Weekdays 
4 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. Friday & Saturday

^FREE Delivery to campus for orders of $3.00
(25 4 charge for orders under $3.00)

Such a co-operative is presently operating in the 
Co-op Residence for married students and staff. 
Enrollment is limited to children of building occu
pants, since the Co-op subsidizes the center by 
providing a rent free bedroom apartment. One full- 
time teacher is hited and the rest of the work is

volunteer. „ ~
A co-operative day care center is, of course, tor

those parents who want the responsibility of cleaning 
the center, including towels, sheets, dirty diaper pails, 
fioors, etc. as well as having a say in the philosophy 
of education. Because of parent co-operation fees can 
be as low as $12 a month (daily hot lunches inclined) 
depending on how much time a parent can contribute 
and children under the usual miniumu of 2 years 

can be accepted. ____________ _______________ _
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m
2 stores to serve you 

76 York Street

New Fredericton Shopping Mall
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THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY 
EDUCATION FOUNDATION

;

Choose an attractive modern frame from 
large selection of the newest shapes 

and styles for men’s and women’s glasses.
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POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
in

mining engineering Ne:

■ to GRADUATES in any branch of 
ENGINEERING or APPLIED SCIENCE

$4,500 - 9 months4 ^Phone: Mall 454 9412
York St. 475-6020 in PLUS Planned Summer Employment ,

For information contact 
The Chairman,
Dept, of Mining Eng. & Applied Geophysics, 
McGill University, Montreal 110, P.Q.

CLOSING DATE 15 MARCH, 1972

TService while you wait.
We fill prescriptions 
Contact lens sold and serviced
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